
酒吧点评 —— ZIGGY'S DG

继续阅读中文点此

Ziggy’s 在莞城开分店了，
给大家带来更多派对游
戏和酒饮选择。约翰阿
克顿给大家介绍 Ziggy’s 
DG。

One sentence reviews would say, “Any bar with 
a Ghostbusters poster is a winner.” Or, “The 
doorman is The Incredible Hulk.” Entering from 
a proper neighbourhood, the concrete kind, 
with established businesses teeming with life 
and community into a well-signed doorway, 
Hulk stands colossal. If you select paper, you 
will win the game of rock, paper, scissors, with 
ease. But, don’t make Hulk angry! He is easily 
taller than Yao Ming!

A staircase clad in movie, music and popular western 
culture posters and décor leads up to the second floor. 
Here a well-stocked bar features a range identical to the 
quaint Ziggy’s Chang’an bar. The drinks range is most 
impressive. Following an opening night free Asahi super-
dry lager, I sampled a Freddies Fruit mango lager, from 
Yorkshire in England. That well known mango producing 
region. Two real ales I missed from home sank well. A 
variety of Penderyn whiskies and Brecon gins, from 
Wales, have been firmly added to my “I’ll be back” list.

The Ziggy’s burger was pleasantly surprising, closer 
to that of a steak and with a reasonably simple yet 
crisp salad. That and crisps (chips). I recommend the 
duck skewers and jacket potato with bacon too. I was 
hungry. The reasonably diverse menu helped alleviate 
that matter. I looked around, satisfied with my food. I 
could see lips being licked, here and there, often by the 
owner of the lips. Many a belly was being pleased with 
appetising snacks and feasts.

Across multiple floors there is a K.T.V. room stocked 
with many western classics and a substantial Chinese 
catalogue. A side room with both plastic darts and the 
proper metal darts offers an escape from the norm. 

Two balcony areas overlook the relaxing streets below. 
The upper level  features American bi l l iards (pool) , 
with a table football option for any budding Sergio 
Aguero-types. The corner of the block location is ideal 
for locating the bar. I had walked from Qifeng subway 
station easy-going in less than 10 minutes. Taxis are 
freely available nearby. Numerous patrons on the night 
told me how Ziggy’s Dongguan feels alternative and 
relaxed. The ambience certainly is idyllic. I happily joined 
the bar’s busy WeChat group, hopeful of a return for food 
and a drink. 

Bilingual staff provided smiles and service fitting to that 
of a western bar. Yet, I could place no true nationality on 
the venue. Ziggy’s transcends cultures and intertwines 
an international spirit.  All  are welcome. Ever y style 
seemingly catered for. The bar is both the local and 
somewhere to chill-out. That place, you know, “Let's go 
to the Winchester, have a pint, and wait for this to blow 
over ...” whilst retaining a global feel. I could imagine 
groups of friend singing Fun Loving Criminals tracks, 
or co-workers discussing how to make that first million 
dollars selling board games. Zest and spirit are plenty. 
Now, do I need a Brecon gin?
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